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EXECUTIVE 
EDUCATION

O
ne of the topics on many of our readers’ minds is education. They want to explore the benefits of an 
advanced degree for themselves or their employees. They want to know about the latest trends in MBAs and what 
is being studied. And they want to know what higher education institutions are doing to stand apart from the 
competition. 

This special supplement to the Los Angeles Business Journal takes a look at some of the top executive education 
programs in the region, sharing what each is offering as ways of taking local professionals to the next level of excellence, 
while we also take a look at some of the trends affecting the education landscape of Southern California and beyond. 
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LMU Executive Education Programs Help Students 
“Level Up”

Looking to get ahead in today’s competitive 
marketplace? Need to brush up your   
 knowledge and skills on a particular topic? 

This fall, Loyola Marymount University offers a 
variety of one- and two-day business certificate 
courses to help professionals sharpen their 
mindset and skill set. 

These small, interactive courses, developed 
by industry professionals and based on market 
feedback, are taught by accomplished faculty 
and industry leaders at the state-of-the-art 
LMU Playa Vista Campus, located in the heart 
of Silicon Beach. Courses cover hot topics in 
emerging technologies, conscious capitalism, 
workplace culture, personal branding, and 
sustainability, among others. 

“We are preparing the leaders of today for 
the business of tomorrow,” said Joe O’Hannigan, 
associate dean of graduate business programs at 
LMU. “Our progressive vision aims to equip and 
empower each individual to discover and evolve 
into his or her best self in order to navigate the 
global, dynamic, interdisciplinary world to lead 
positive change.”

Today’s professionals must think, act, lead 
and adapt in new ways to perform well under 
changing and ambiguous conditions. They 
must continually upshift their communication, 
critical thinking and problem-solving skills, and 
evolve their essential soft skills while staying 
on top of the technological and competitive 
disrupters affecting their organizations.

“The rapid pace of change in our global 
business environment challenges all of us to 
be agile professionals,” said Dayle Smith, dean 
of LMU College of Business Administration. 
“We must adapt to this change and become an 
integral part of the innovation culture that is 
transforming our organizations and the world 
around us.”  

LMU Executive Education courses scheduled 
for fall include:

“Polarities: The Art and Science of Better 
Decision-Making”

Better, more effective problem solving 
is key to your success in this dynamic and 
complex marketplace. Learn how most business 

challenges are, in fact, polarities: competing 
options with “upside” and “downside” potential 
that must be clearly identified, successfully 
navigated and thoughtfully leveraged to achieve 
success in business.

“Brand You”
Who are you? What makes you tick? What 

are your values? What do you stand for? What 
makes you happy and thrive? And how can 
you bring you — the best, most authentic you 
— to the world? This fast-paced, intimate and 
illuminating workshop requires an open mind, 
courage and creativity. Aside from getting a 

better sense of who you (really) are, participants 
will walk away with:

• a deeper sense of purpose – known to have 
positive effects on career and life

• satisfaction, physical health, interpersonal 
relationships and more

• higher levels of self-awareness, self-
confidence, alignment and focus

• more authentic and distinctive sense  
of self

• greater awareness of strengths and 
weaknesses

• near- and long-term action plan.

“Leadership Skills for the Modern 
Workplace”

Leadership models are evolving rapidly. 
What skills do leaders need to be successful in 
today’s workplace? This program uses real-world 
exercises to hone your leadership abilities and 
create a culture where your talent will thrive 
and stay engaged. 

• Understand the expectations employees 
have of the companies they work for and their 
leaders

• Explore emerging leadership models, gain 
a new perspective of the forgotten soft skills – 
particularly interpersonal skills – and their role 
in leadership success

• Discover the modern tools of leadership
• Hone your strategy and plan for building 

a company culture based on values and purpose 
above and beyond the product.

“Creating a Modern Workplace Culture”
Agility and flexibility are fast becoming the 

keys to success, demanding companies create a 
culture based on continuous learning, beyond 
the functional skills necessary for the job. The 
new paradigm needs to include the broader life 
and higher-order skills – the uniquely human 
skills. In this course, you will get all the tools 
and techniques necessary to structure the 
learning culture to create a productive and 
sustainable learning based modern workplace. 

For the latest information on course offerings, 
visit execed.lmu.edu. 

In addition, the LMU College of Business 
Administration is hosting two events for local 
business professionals and entrepreneurs at the 
LMU Playa Vista Campus.

“Storytelling Builds Community” 
Conference – Oct. 12, 2019

In partnership with the Los Angeles Times, 
this conference teaches participants how 
to leverage storytelling to become a more 
effective leader, drive business (build brand, 
create cultures), build stronger teams, and 
create opportunities to impact society. Today’s 
executives need to apply their creativity, critical 
thinking and problem-solving skills quickly 
and effectively to increasingly complex issues. 
What is a common denominator that increases 
the odds of success? Framing that thinking, 
that action, in story (the leader’s story, the 
organization’s story, the stakeholder’s story). 
Connecting with those stakeholders (internal 
or external) through storytelling is organic, 
inclusive and collaborative, but frequently 
bungled. This LMU conference will inspire and 
instruct you to be a better storyteller. 

Women in Leadership Summit – Nov. 8, 
2019 

Help shape the future of Silicon Beach for 
women. This summit will engage and inspire, 
build community, break down barriers and 
define your personal purpose. 

• Learn the importance of mentorship from 
industry and academic experts

• Participants will be immersed with others 
who have a growth mindset 

• Join a community that gives first and 
prioritizes collaboration to make an impact.

For more information on these and other 
events organized by LMU College of Business 
Administration, visit cba.lmu.edu/events. 

EXECUTIVE 
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Loyola Marymount University is in the business of creating dynamic,  
transformative leaders who can adapt to change. Our post-graduate  
certificate programs are designed for working professionals and  
feature small classes taught by industry leaders in the heart of Silicon 
Beach. From emerging technologies to conscious capitalism to  
workplace culture, our programs prepare the leaders of today for  
the business of tomorrow.

Learn more at execed.lmu.edu

ENHANCE YOUR SKILL SET.
CHANGE YOUR MINDSET.
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T he Executive MBA from California Luther-
an University’s School of Management is 
designed for mid-career professionals who 

have already experienced some success and 
want to identify and achieve bigger goals in 
their careers. The program presents issues faced 
in today’s business environment, making the 
studies immediately relevant and impactful to 
each student’s current role.

“The idea is to focus experienced 
professionals toward bringing their peak 
potential to their career path,” explained 
School of Management Dean, Gerhard 
Apfelthaler. “Beyond the functional skills you 
might expect from any business school program, 
our students also learn how to lead through 
change.” 

Students develop an excellent portfolio 
of business knowledge and competencies, 
enhance analytical abilities and gain strategic 
leadership expertise to influence the direction 
of organizations.  

FORMAT 
Designed with busy lifestyles in mind, the 
Executive MBA begins each Fall and Spring 
and is delivered over 18 months to a cohort 
of professionals from diverse backgrounds 
who have a minimum of 5-7 years of relevant 
managerial/progressive business experience. 
The program features 16 courses, three units 
each, delivered in a hybrid model:  7 online 
courses, 8 on-campus courses in a compressed 
weekend format, and 1 International Travel 
course.

CURRICULUM 
The interdisciplinary, experience-driven 

curriculum is organized around five key areas: 
• Leading Operations
• Managing Process
• Leading Strategy
• Leading People
• Professional Advancement

Each includes relevant course topics, 
including: Innovation and Organizational 
Entrepreneurship, Global Economics for 
Executives, Strategic Decision Making for 
High Performance, Organizational Design, and 

Global Operations.

KEY BENEFITS 
The Executive MBA program prepares 

students for top leadership positions in public 
or private organizations and new ventures by 
providing opportunities to: 

Focus on what matters most. 
• Develop an excellent portfolio of business 

knowledge and competencies. 
• Focus on personal development, especially 

communication, teamwork, and interpersonal 
skills. 

• Develop and apply analytical abilities to 
business issues. 

• Gain strategic leadership expertise to 
influence the direction of organizations. 

Put what you learn into practice, as you 
learn it. 

• Work on issues faced in your professional 
environment as part of your coursework, 
making your studies immediately relevant and 
impactful. 

• Prepare for a lifetime of learning and 
continuous personal development. 

Develop a network of professional peers. 
• Learn exclusively within a cohort 

of experienced professionals with diverse 
backgrounds. 

• Build a network of colleagues, including 
Cal Lutheran alumni, faculty members, and 
business leaders. 

Receive personal attention, every step of 
the way. 

• With a strong emphasis on teamwork, 
participation, and communication, the program 
features a world-class faculty, small class sizes, 

professional skills workshops, and personalized 
assessments and coaching sessions throughout.

With a Cal Lutheran Executive MBA, you can:
• Speed your career progression 
• Boost your earning potential
• Transfer your skills or switch careers
• Unleash your inner entrepreneur

“The Cal Lutheran Executive MBA 
program has allowed me to step away from 
the day to day operations and rethink some 
of our strategies at Blue Microphones,” said 
John Maier, CEO of Blue Microphones.  “The 
program’s faculty and curriculum focus on real 
world scenarios and techniques. It’s a refreshing 
approach that doesn’t spend too much time on 
textbook or scientific theories.” 

Learn more at CalLutheran.edu/emba.

The Cal Lutheran Executive MBA
Every program prepares you for 
success. This one prepares you for 
immediate impact.

‘The idea is to focus experienced 
professionals toward bringing 
their peak potential to their 

career path. Beyond the 
functional skills you might 

expect from any business school 
program, our students also learn 

how to lead through change.’

EXECUTIVE 
EDUCATION
SPOTLIGHT
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No two days are alike in the ever-evolving 
world of business. In fact, opportunities will 
come and go - it’s just a matter of saying yes 

to the right one. The same can be said about 
pursuing a higher education degree. 

At the University of La Verne, opportunities 
to learn, engage, and reinvent are available to 
every individual. The ability to pursue a higher 
education degree becomes more than a “must 
do,” but a “want to do” for a brighter future. 

The University of La Verne’s College of 
Business and Public Management is committed 
to scholarly pursuits, and assisting professionals 
in business, government, non-profit, and 
academic communities. Students are given the 
tools and skills needed to work in a culturally 
diverse workplace. Choose from a variety of 
graduate degrees including:

• Accounting
• Business Administration
• Data Analytics
• Finance
• Gerontology
• Health Administration
• Leadership and Management
• Public Administration (MPA/DPA)

Students can expect a quality management 
education that is integrative and immersive. 
The University of La Verne’s educational 
environment emphasizes the application of 
theory to management practice and builds 
conceptual skills and core values needed to 
become effective leaders and managers in 
today’s rapidly changing global environment.

Students learn how to strategize and use 

the latest technologies to solve real-world 
problems and enter the workforce career-
ready. Courses are taught to integrate theory 
and practice by concentrating on experiential 
learning activities and civic engagement. 
More importantly, these academic programs 
are designed to meet the employment needs in 
such areas as:

• Business
• Public
• Nonprofit sectors

Last year, more than 40 percent of the 
university’s graduate students pursued an 

MBA at one of the university’s 10 California 
campuses or online, making it one of the 
university’s most popular programs. 

“The academic quality of our programs, 
the convenience of our schedules, and, more 
importantly, the commitment of our faculty 
and staff make our programs the most popular 
in Southern California,” said Abe Helou, 
dean of the College of Business and Public 
Management. 

Over the past 50 years, the university 
has expanded its reach throughout Southern 
California to include regional campuses as 
well as online degree programs. The university 

maintains a personal presence in Los Angeles, 
Orange, Ventura, Kern, Santa Barbara, and San 
Bernardino counties.

Students have the option to complete a 
10-week undergraduate courses at various 
campuses including Bakersfield, Burbank, 
Irvine, La Verne, Ontario, and Oxnard.

In addition, the Campus Accelerated 
Program for Adults (CAPA) offers students 
full-time and part-time degree options. 
Wherever you are, a degree from the University 
of La Verne is nearby.

Learn more at laverne.edu.

Transforming Today’s Leaders into Life-Long Learners

EXECUTIVE 
EDUCATION
SPOTLIGHT

Advance Your Career with a 
Master’s Degree in Business
The University of La Verne’s MBA for Experienced Professionals 
and Master’s in Leadership and Management programs can be 
completed in as little as 18 months. You’ll get real-world insights 
to prepare you for success in today’s fast-changing business  
environment. And because you’re busy, we offer day, night, and 
weekend classes in Burbank, College of the Canyons, La Verne, 
and online. 

For more information, go to
laverne.edu/advance
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90%
MBA’S EMPLOYED 

CLASS OF 2018

School of
Business

A .  G A R Y  A N D E R S O N  G R A D U A T E  S C H O O L  O F  M A N A G E M E N T

master of finance           phD           master of professional accountancy      

MBA      PROFESSIONAL MBA 

GENEROUS SCHOLARSHIPS ARE CONSIDERED FOR ALL ADMITTED 
APPLICANTS APPLYING BY DEADLINE. ACADEMIC AND MERIT-BASED 

SCHOLARSHIPS ARE ALSO AWARDED.
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In today’s workplace, legal knowledge isn’t just 
for lawyers.

Business professionals across industries 
and sectors regularly intersect with legal 
matters in various ways — from contracts 
and compliance, to strategy and negotiation. 
With a Master of Studies in Law from the 
USC Gould School of Law, forward-thinking 
practitioners and leaders are enhancing their 
business expertise with legal education.

“Our MSL degree offers experienced 
professionals an unparalleled education 

to better 
understand 
fundamental 
and complex 
legal concepts,” 
said Deborah 
Call, associate 

dean and chief programs officer at the USC 
Gould School of Law.

“Given the pervasiveness of law in many 
business dealings and operations, the MSL 
degree provides graduates with a foundation 
in law and understanding of the legal and 
regulatory framework to meet compliance 
requirements for their organizations,” Call 
added.

WHAT SETS THE MSL APART?
Offered through USC’s Gould School of 

Law, ranked among the top 20 law schools 

nationwide, the MSL degree is specially 
designed for non-lawyer professionals 
interested in understanding legal issues related 
to their fields.  

Students have the convenience of 
completing the degree 100% online, and the 
flexibility to study part-time — making the 
MSL an ideal format to balance the demands 
of work schedules. No LSAT or GRE test is 
required; no prior law degree is required either. 
In addition, generous scholarships are available 
and considered for all applicants.

The benefits don’t end inside the classroom. 
Graduates of the MSL program gain access 
to the global Trojan Family network, which 
includes connections to more than 11,000 
USC Gould alumni.

COURSES THAT MEET YOUR  
COMPANY’S NEEDS

How can the MSL program broaden your 
scope of expertise? 

Students select from a range of courses 
that best fit their business-focused interests, 
including Business Organizations, Contract 
Drafting and Strategy, Corporate Governance, 
Dealmaking, Fundamentals of Intellectual 
Property Law, Health Care Compliance, 
Human Resources Compliance, Introduction 
to Litigation in U.S. Courts, Negotiation 
Skills, Regulatory Compliance, and Topics in 
American Law.

CUSTOMIZED TO YOUR INDUSTRY
Are you interested in deepening your 

personal or company-wide understanding of a 

specific legal area? 
MSL students can tailor their educational 

experience by pursuing a certificate aligned 
with their field. These certificate programs 
– which may be completed in as few as 
two part-time, online semesters – help 
students maximize their impact within their 
organizations and ultimately improve employee 
and leadership productivity as well as bottom-
line contributions.

 Certificate programs include:
• Business Law
• Compliance
• Entertainment Law and Industry

• Financial Compliance
• Health Care Compliance
• Human Resources Law and Compliance

For more information about the MSL degree, 
including corporate and custom education 
partnerships, visit bit.ly/LABJ2019 or email 
corporatecustomed@law.usc.edu.

Essential Legal Skills for Every Leader
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USC’s Master of Studies in Law 
Helps Students Redefine Business 

CORPORATE PARTNERSHIP 
OPPORTUNITIES 
How can a partnership help both  
careers and companies?

Recent research has shown that an overwhelming majority of employees would stay at 
their companies longer if their employers invested in their professional growth and develop-
ment — providing the opportunity to learn essential new skills.

Organizations can capitalize on their homegrown talent and increase employee reten-
tion through custom partnerships with the USC Gould School of Law. Given the opportunity 
to enhance their skills through further education, employees experience greater job satisfac-
tion and receive the preparation to advance within their organizations.

Benefits for corporate partners and their employees include:
• Generous partner scholarships    • Individual academic advising
• Personalized application support   • And many more
• Interactive, convenient and flexible online experience
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